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Editorial –  I don’t know what is normal anymore, but it
seems as if the chaos following the leaks and their repair
is  finally  coming  to  an  end,  so  we  might  return  to
‘normal’ by the end of the year.

I  am  currently  working  on  the  booklet  in
commemoration  of  Steve  Sneyd  and  the  Hallowe’en
poetry  booklet,  Great  War,  Christmas  Chillers,  and
Xmas Bards should all follow on time.

Best,
DJ Tyrer,

   Editor

The Atlantean Publishing Blog is at :
http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com

Editorial Address
4 Pierrot Steps

71 Kursaal Way
Southend-on-Sea

Essex, SS1 2UY, UK

Email :  atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com

Copies of The Supplement are available for £1.20
in the UK and £2.50/US$5/€5 overseas.

Available as a PDF for free from the blog.

Please note that we take no liability for cash sent
through the post. Sterling cheques and postal orders

must be payable to DJ Tyrer.

PayPal :  You can now pay through
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer

The website with access to the wiki and copies of
Awen Online is located at :

http://atlanteanpublishing.blogspot.co.uk/

Tigershark ezine
issues 18 and 19

The Southern Hemisphere and Heroes
issues are available now.

To  download  the  current  issue  or  all
previous issues for free, visit the website
https:///igersshrrsptpblisshsngg.worrsdtprsess
.crm/hrme/ssses-rf-igersshrrsp-ezsnge/

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The Supplement needs you!

Send us your articles, news, reviews,
opinion  pieces,  and  letters  of
comment  –  we  want  to  hear  from
you!
…………………………………………

Coming Soon
From Atlantean Publishing

The Data Dump Files
Commemorating Steve Sneyd

A collection  of  poems  from  the  Data
Dump Award including pieces  by John
Light,  Cardinal  Cox,  JS  Watts,  Bryn
Fortey and others.

£3 (UK) / £6 (overseas)
Three-for-one offer applies.

The Pen
Poetry Explosion Newsletter

An international promulgation of the
written word.

Guidelines:
thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com
Email: wewuvpoetry@hotmail.com

Arthur C. Ford, P.O. Box 4725,
Pittsburgh, PA.15206, USA.

Poetry  (<40  lines)  and  prose  (<300
words) sought for future issues. Submit
five  pieces  (any  sort  or  theme)  in  the
body of the email and include your postal
address.

Subscribe (one year) for $25
(USA/Canada) or $35 (RoW) via PayPal

to givemequality@yahoo.com

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Velvet Shadow
By DJ Tyrer

In the velvet shadow
Where obscene things are want to crawl
In the outer darkness
Where no light does fall.

I sense an intellect
Beyond mortal comprehension
A mind so far away
It has no concept of good or sin.

Broken Window
By Paul D. Marks

DownAndOutBooks.com
ISBN: 978-1-948235-07-5
360 pages, eBook | $8.99
Trade Paperback | $18.95 

Broken  Windows,  sequel  to  the  Shamus
Award-winning  White Heat, deals with race,
racism  and  immigration,  in  the  context  of
mystery-thrillers. 

Publishers Weekly (7/23/18) says, “Fans of…
PI  fiction  will  be  satisfied…with  Shamus
Award winner Marks’s solid sequel.”

While  the  storm  rages  over  California’s
infamous anti-illegal alien Proposition 187, a
young woman climbs to the top of the famous
Hollywood sign—and jumps to her death. An
undocumented day laborer is murdered. And a
disbarred  and  desperate  lawyer  in  Venice
Beach places an ad in a local paper that says:
“Will  Do  Anything  For  Money.”—Private
Investigator Duke Rogers, and his very unPC
partner,  Jack,  must  figure  out  what  ties
together these seemingly unrelated incidents.
Their  mission  catapults  them  through  a
labyrinth of murder, intrigue and corruption of
church, state and business that hovers around
the  immigration  debate.  Along  the  way  we
explore  the  fiery  immigration  controversy
from all sides and no one escapes unscathed in
this  searing  sequel  to  the  explosive  Shamus
Award-winning novel White Heat.

Check the  Broken Windows Landing Page
for  Talking  Points,  Fact  vs.  Fiction  in  the
novel, Quotes and More: 

https://pauldmarks.com/books/broken-
windows/ 

http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/
https://pauldmarks.com/books/broken-windows/
https://pauldmarks.com/books/broken-windows/
http://thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com/
https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.com/home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/
https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.com/home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/
http://atlanteanpublishing.blogspot.co.uk/
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer


Reviews By Paul Murphy

One Thousand Things
Worth Knowing

By Paul Muldoon
Faber & Faber: 2015

Sentenced to Life
By Clive James
Picador: 2015

These  are  two very  contrastive  books  both
making a clear announcement through their
titles.  The first is brash claiming something
unbelievable just as the German author Karl
May, author of  Winnetou, claimed to speak
more  than  1000  languages.   Clearly  Paul
Muldoon’s  meeting  with  America  has  also
made him feel entitled to be just as bold and
brash as the New World is.  By contrast Clive
James’s book is a valedictory epistle aimed at
the guts but also demonstrates that James still
has a good deal to say and the means to do
so.

Clive James is still able to be funny
even if  he now is terminally ill  but like so
many  people  who  declare  such  things
manage to  yet  persist.   James aims his  six
shooter  at  plenty  of  high  and  low  targets
which include Laura Riding, who is depicted
as  endearingly  barmy,  intoning  her  high-
brow stuff to the initiated only (yet somehow
we realise that James’ depiction of her really
means  Laura  Riding  –  who  she?  –  O  yes
Robert Graves’ wife -), Napoleon Bonaparte,
Bugsy  Siegel,  Gabriele  d’Annunzio  among
others but  is able  to assemble high art  and
pop art seamlessly as if conducting a Strauss
gala  sung  by  Eminem,  Chuck  Berry  and
Leonard  Cohen.   James  can  be  spotlessly
intellectual then raucously populist and back
again  without  pausing  for  breath  or  being
demonstrative.  He works confidently in his
mock heroic idiom then shifts to the speaking
voice  of  his  media  incarnation,  not
pretending to write good poems but mocking
mockers and beyond.  

Poems  like  Asma  Unpacks  Her
Pretty Clothes deal with recent history in the
Middle East and James is at his best in works
like this when he is led away from his own
problems to contemplate the world he feels
he is leaving.   The contrast  is obvious,  the
opulence of the regime’s rulers summed up in
Asma Al Assad and her pretty clothes and the
suffering of the people who yearn for a life
beyond the Bashar regime and, presumably,
for pretty clothes.  However, the poem is still
a bit clunky in its rhetoric and is more like a
propagandistic  exposition  than  a  political
poem:

Dear God, it fooled me too,
So now my blood is curdled by the shrieks
Of people mad with grief. My own wrists hurt

The error, of course, is bringing in
God,  or  even  the  intimation  of  a  kind  of
rhetorical self-harm that somehow transcends
time  and  space.   But  we  get  a  sense  that
James is  somehow peering  into  the  regime
just as he somehow neglected Laura Riding
and  other  boffin  type  poets  who  were
endearingly ineffectual and forgotten.

Paul  Muldoon  is  a  good  deal  more
monotonous in his insistence on a single tone of
voice that is persistently intelligent yet also brash
and  annoying.   Sometimes  the  thousand  things
worth knowing become one thousand repetitions,
the poetry descends into logo mania rather than
altered and heightened communication.

The  first  poem  in  the  collection,
Cuthbert and the Otters, is an extended elegy for
Seamus Heaney connecting him to Saint Cuthbert,
a  kind  of  English  version  of  Saint  Columba.
Cuthbert lived in the north of England towards the
end of the Saxon era and the poem alludes to the
Venerable  Bede’s  account  of  Cuthbert  secretive
feeding of otters at night.  Cuthbert continued to
be important beyond the Saxon age and into the
Twelfth-Century as a kind of icon or touchstone.
Yet  it  is  hard  to  know why  Muldoon  connects
Heaney  to  Cuthbert  not  Columba,  the  logical
choice,  except  to  once  again  demonstrate  his
lucidity and eclectic interests.

These  are  undeniable  as  is  the  word
hoard  he  is  intent  upon.   The  poet  repeats  “I
cannot  thole  the  thought  of  Seamus  Heaney
dead.”  Whereas most people would write “bear”
an  example,  perhaps,  of  a  word  that  no  man
knows, no man speaks and is this precisely what a
poet  should  not  be  doing  but  rather  connecting
common experience to common language?  The
noun  version  of  the  word  means  wooden  pins
serving  as  a  fulcrum  for  rowing  but  the  verb
means “to put up with” or “to bear” just as pins
bear rowing oars.  It appears to come from Old
English  and  is  apparently  used  primarily  in
Scotland and the north of England.

The  poet  skips  about  through  history
connecting  the  disconnected  in  his  bravura
exposition which makes more sense in the internet
era perhaps.  Many more people will now follow
the  poet  down  the  rabbit  holes  he  insists  on
descending into.

Although Paul Muldoon is now living in
the  U.S.A.  and  lectures  in  creative  writing  at
Princeton University there is still a great deal of
news about Ireland in the poems, a good sign, but
equally  there  are  intimations  of  America  also,
such as the poet’s A Civil War Suite which dwells
on Irish American involvement in the war but also
looks  sideways  to  some  of  the  literature  made
about the war, from Walt Whitman (1819 – 1892)
to Emily Dickinson (1830 – 1886):

118. Cavalry Crossing a Ford 

A LINE in long array,  where they wind betwixt
green islands; 
They take a serpentine course—their arms flash in
the sun—Hark to the musical clank;
Behold  the  silvery  river—in  it  the  splashing
horses, loitering, stop to drink;
Behold the brown-faced men—each group, each
person,  a  picture—the  negligent  rest  on  the
saddles;
Some emerge  on  the  opposite  bank—others  are
just entering the ford—of 
Scarlet, and blue, and snowy white,
The guidon flags flutter gaily in the wind.

Muldoon traces the word ‘guidon’ back
to  its  Medieval  origins  because  a  guidon  very
specifically  is  a  cavalry  flag  bearing  heraldic
devices  and much smaller  than the banners  and
flags of the infantry which would have had much
more  general  national  or  regional  declarations.
The  poet  focuses  on  the  language  which  leads

back  to  families,  fiefdoms  and  inherited
entitlements  rather  than  broader  entities  like
the  nation  or  city  or  political  parties  or
democracy, the ones that sum up modernity.  

Thus  he  is  obligated  to  refer  to
Seamus Heaney, presumably a writer to whom
he owes a feudal due or tithe, in the language
of  defunct  feudalism  which  historically
lingered in the north and west longer than in
the metropolitan south east of Britain.  But the
very  obscurity  of  Muldoon’s  approach  to
subject matter and language implies his rather
obsessive elitism which is balanced with his
evident need to be read.

Furthermore, Muldoon’s best poems
are pushed to the back of the collection, works
like  Dirty Data,  that seems ineptly titled,  go
on  and  on,  yet  gain  the  reader’s  interest
repeating the names of the various Ministers
of  State  for  Northern  Ireland  that  came and
went while Muldoon’s poetry was being made:

Whitelaw, Pym, Rees, Mason,
Atkins, Prior, Hurd, King, Brooke, Mayhew

It is as if  these names comprise an anagram
meaning sectarianism, sterility, torpor, bigotry
but they all seem to indicate occupation in the
Roman  sense  for  Muldoon  references  many
things Roman.

These include the sole elephant that
entered  Britain  with  the  Emperor  Claudius’s
invasion  force  and  lorica  segmentata,  the
overlapping  plates  of  metal  comprising  a
legionary’s  armour.   It’s  a  wonder  Muldoon
does not mention the shards of metal, pottery
or  bone,  archaeological  evidence  of  their
occupation,  but  he  somehow  avoids  this
poeticism.

James’s best poems are also pushed
to  the  back  of  his  collection,  works  like
Japanese  Maple that  manage  to  incorporate
adequate  correlatives  for  what  is  happening
yet  avoid  excessive  though  understandable
self-pity:

My daughter’s choice, the maple tree is new.
Come Autumn and its leaves will turn to flame.
What I must do
Is live to see that.  That will end the game
For me, though life continues all the same:

Filling the double doors to bathe my eyes,
A final flood of colours will live on
As my mind dies,
Burned by my vision of a world that shone
So brightly at the last, and then was gone.  

James is  a  person in  his  collection
yet Muldoon is inscrutably absent in his, like
T.S.Eliot in his final poem, The Four Quartets,
which is scarcely a valediction at all.  For that
reason,  James’s  collection  seems  a  more
genuine,  intimate  artefact  that  only  Laura
Riding,  James’s  great  bugbear,  might  pour
scorn upon.

One  wonders  if  her  ghost  were
summoned what she might see in any of it but
she might surely come to love the final poem,
which might also be James’s final testament.
It is called  Sunset Hails a Rising.  He quotes
from Ovid via Christopher Marlowe and Paul
Valery:

Concluded on next page



Letters to the Editor

Dear DJ,
Thanks very much for sending

me a copy of Ivory and Rose Leaves.
It is an impressive collection. The poems
are effectively synergic, building a mood
slightly  displaced  from  the  mundane
world,  a  somewhat  disconcerting  shift.
I’ve already read it several times.
I’m  very  pleased  to  have  my  work
included. Thanks.

All the best
John Light

Dear DJ,
Not  having  heard  from  Steve

Sneyd for an unusually long time I was
half-expecting  to  hear  bad  news  in
respect of him but it was still a shock to
read of his death. I can't remember just
how many years  have  passed  nor  how
many letters we exchanged since coming
into  correspondence  contact,  probably
through  Light's  List,  for  which  he
annually  supplied  much  valuable
information  gleaned  from  his  own
extensive contacts in the literary world.
We only  met  a  few times  but  it  didn't
seem to matter, we were automatically in
accord  about  most  things  literary  it
seemed to me. 

We  did  both  read  in  a  joint
session at the Newham SF Festival and
he  stayed  with  us  overnight  then.  We
also met in Newcastle at  the launch of
the Iron Press anthology Star Trek – the
Poems.

I felt very pleased to be in some
of the poetry booklets he published and
he used  artwork  of  mine  in  some.  We
collaborated  on  a  joint  anthology
Neolithon, which was published by KT
Books  in  the  Kite  Poetry  series.  We
jointly wrote an introductory poem:

Poems and drawings born of
ancient stones.

The words we heard may not be theirs
but makers' stones make modern poems,

stone thoughts not written on the land
but here in Neolithon's pages.

(John Light and Steve Sneyd)

The  whole  project  gave  me  a  lot  of
pleasure  and Kevin Troop (KT Books)
sold out  the print  run  (undoubtedly on
the strength of Steve's name!). Indeed I
always  felt  my  friendship  with  Steve
benefited me immeasurably.

I  shall  miss  Steve's  frequent
letters,  often a bit  difficult  to decipher,
but  always  worth  the  effort  with  his
comments  on  the small  press  world in
particular as well  as many other things
we were both interested in.

I feel I have lost a true friend.
I may have more to say when I have

taken it in.
All the best

John Light

Dear DJ, 
This  is  just  a  brief  note

acknowledging receipt of my complimentary
copy of  The Supplement #86.  I  hope you
continue  to  receive  enough  articles  and
reviews  to  maintain  a  regular  schedule  for
this always informative publication.

So  sorry  to  read  about  the  recent
passing  of  Steve  Sneyd.  As  a  nonprolific
writer/poet, owing to my own lassitude and
diffidence,  I  am always in  awe of  a  writer
and  poet  (as  well  as  editor,  publisher,  and
letter writer) like Mr. Sneyd who is able to
sustain a prolific output over the course of
decades.

Best Wishes,
David Edwards

Dear DJ,
T’Supplement  #86  received,  and

with it the sad announcement of the death of
Steve  Sneyd.  Aside  from  sporadic
correspondence (I always had to sleep on a
letter from Steve, before I could decipher the
trickier handwriting), our paths crossed many
times  in  publications  over  the  last  three
decades or so, not least T’Supplement letters
columns.  I’ll  miss  his  comments  on  my
contributions, and it goes without saying that
his  presence  shall  be  greatly  missed
throughout the small  press.  I’m attaching a
contribution of mine to Hilltop’s MEDUSA
anthology, for your poetry collection.

It’s been a bad month for news, with
the  Charles  Rennie  Mackintosh-designed
Glasgow School of Art suffering its second
fire in four years. I’ve just heard on the radio
that some at least of the surviving structure
will have to be demolished as it could topple
any moment. Meanwhile, every MacDonalds
in the city is absolutely fine. If you’ve seen
the film  Supersize Me, DVD extras, you’ll
know  that  their  French  fries  are  utterly
indestructible.  That’s  where  Rennie
Mackintosh  went  wrong.  He  should  have
built his art school out of chips.

Whether  or  not  in  unconscious
synchronistic  mourning, it’s  curious to  find
Paul  Murphy reviewing a  poetry  collection
(Live  Streaming)  rather  than  an  art
exhibition, this issue. I have to say, I didn’t
really  engage with the subject  –  even with
quotation supplied – in the way I usually do
with pictures described, which says much for
Paul’s  visual  commentary  style.  Anything
which  seems  to  be  “begging  for  its  own
scholarly annotation and notes” strikes me as
suspicious.  I’m  currently  reading  Joyce’s
Ulysses,  by  chance,  in  an  old  hardback
without notes of any kind, and it’s perfectly

accessible  (possibly  more  so,  when  one
doesn’t feel one has to ‘study’ it).  Mind
you, I’ve still to tackle Finnegan’s Wake.

In  reference  to  AC  Evans’s
expansive treatise on Emily Jane Bronte, I
have to admit I’ve never read Wuthering
Heights,  but  I  have  read  Georges
Bataille’s  Literature And Evil.  (I  don’t
know  what  that  says  about  me.)  No
wonder  I  found  the  chapter  on  Bronte
somewhat unfathomable. (I preferred his
pieces  on  Genet  and  Blake.)  AC Evans
has given me various angles to view from
–  and  when/if  I  get  round  to  the
crumbling  copy  of  Wuthering  Heights
mouldering on my shelf, it will be AC’s
article in T’Supplement I turn to first for
comment.

Now,  to  the  serious  topic  of
Movie  Westerns,  Underrated.  A  man’s
gotta view what a man’s gotta view, and it
takes true grit to walk away from a show
down at the multiplex corral, even when
some  people  like  it.  (Just  because  he
wears a star on his jacket doesn’t mean he
has  to  give  five  stars  to  every  ornery
cowboy flick in town.) But that don’t stop
David  Edwards  turning  up  out  of  the
dusty plain looking for thirteen kinds of
trouble.  Me,  I’m  watching  Carry  On
Cowboy and Cat Ballou – go ahead and
shoot me.

All this and a review of Punk &
New Wave Photography by Cardinal Cox.
T’Supplement is back to its eclectic self.

Yours,  poised  for  navel
annotation and lunch,

Neil K. Henderson.

……………………………………………

Got a view on something in this issue? Want to set the
record straight? Just plain contrary? We went to hear
from you! Send us your letters of comment to the
editorial address or via email.

……………………………………………

Continued from previous page

O lente ,lente currite noctis equi!
La mer, la mer, toujours recommencee.

James  is  simultaneously  wishing  that  time
would  run  out  or  just  run  slowly  and  then
acknowledges  the  instant  recyclability  of  all
matter, as if life itself was always ebbing and
flowing and instantaneous grief were thereby
refuted.  

Both of these collections seem to be enduring
poetic statements that reflect back upon their
own making and then to a future that has been
reconciled with what  has gone before in  the
case of James.  For Muldoon the future seems
uneasy,  where  any  emerging  truth  about  the
past is always open for negotiation.

Ends



Reviews By Aeronwy Dafies

The Children of Hurin
By JRR Tolkien

Edited by Christopher Tolkien 

Beren and Luthien
By JRR Tolkien

Edited by Christopher Tolkien 

The Fall of Gondolin
By JRR Tolkien

Edited by Christopher Tolkien 

If  I  open by remarking that  these three
volumes  of  Tolkien’s  (mostly)  early
writings are unnecessary, that should not
be  held  to  detract  from  the  enjoyment
they provide, but a reference to the fact
there  is  nothing  new  here,  save,
perhaps, a few new facts in Christopher
Tolkien’s  description  of  the  stories’
evolution.

To  anyone  who  has  read  The
Histories of Middle of Earth series, it’s
all  been  covered  before,  which  means
the  only  real  benefit  they  present  to  a
Tolkien  fanatic  is  the  present  of  a
‘complete’  retelling  of  the  tale  and
commentary  in  one  place.  If  you’re
knowledgeable fan but not a completist,
they aren’t likely to hold much appeal.

At  the  other  end  of  the
spectrum,  these  volumes  are  just  right
for people who have enjoyed The Hobbit
and  The  Lord  of  the  Rings and  are
intrigued by Tolkien’s other writings, but
who  don’t  want  to  wade  through  the
many volumes of convoluted discussions
that  form  The  Histories.  The  tales
appear in as complete a form as possible
with  just  enough  detail  about  their
development to inform without becoming
too arcane.

The volumes present a mixture
of poetry and prose that won’t be to the
taste  of  all  readers  and,  given  their
nature as incomplete tales, they are not
straightforward stories, and not everyone
will  find  them  easy  to  read.  However,
many  will  be  delighted  and  they  are
certainly  worth  sampling  if  you want  to
know more about  Tolkien’s  other  works
without too much minutiae.

The three tales are connected.
The Children of Hurin tells the tale of
the  curse  placed by  Morgoth  upon  the
family  of  elf-friend  Hurin  and  his  son
Turin’s  quest  to  end  it.  Beren  and
Luthien tells  of  the  romance  between
the  elf  maid,  Luthien,  and  the  human,
Beren,  and  their  joint-quest  to  retrieve
one  of  the  Silmarils  from the  crown of
Morgoth  so  that  they  might  gain  her
father’s permission to marry. The Fall of
Gondolin describes exactly what the title
says – the destruction of the elven city of
Gondolin  by  Morgoth’s  forces.  Being
from the early ages of Middle Earth, don’t
expect happy endings!

Overall,  I  much  enjoyed
revisiting the early ages of Middle Earth,
but  do  wish  they  added  a  little  more
value  to  the  corpus  of  Tolkien’s  works.
Recommended.

Review By Paul Murphy

The Colleen Bawn
By Dion Boucicault

Directed by Lisa May

At the Lyric Theatre, Belfast

On the 11th April 2018

Hardress Cregan/Father Tom/Ensemble
Cavan Clarke

Danny Mann/Bertie O’Moore/Ensemble
Patrick McBrearty

Kyrle Daly/Myles Na Coppaleen/Ensemble
Bryan Quinn

Mrs Creggan/Sheelah/Ensemble
Jo Donnelly

Anne Chute/Ensemble
Colette Lennon Dougal

Mr Corrigan/Ensemble
Enda Kilroy

Eily O’Connor/Ensemble
Maeve Smyth

The Colleen Bawn (full title The Colleen Bawn or
the Brides of Garryowen, first performed in 1860)
is  the  sort  of  play  that  rankled  with  politically
committed  artists  like  W.B.Yeats  who saw in  it
stereotypes of Ireland and Irishness that they were
committed to avoid in their own work.

In a review of the play in 1896 Bernard
Shaw said: “I have lived to see The Colleen Bawn
with real water in it, and perhaps I shall live to see
it  some  day  with  real  Irishmen.”   The  play
attempts  to  connect  the  details  of  a  notorious
murder  with  wider  social  issues  connected  to
class, gender and colonialism in Ireland.

A playbill for the first production of the
play  in  New York,  1860,  declared:  “Ireland,  so
rich in scenery, so rich in romance and the warm
touch of nature, has never until now been opened
by the dramatist.  Irish dramas have hitherto been
exaggerated farces, representing low life or scenes
of abject servitude and suffering.  Such is not a
true picture of Irish society.”

Boucicault deliberately used Irish words
and  transliterations  from  the  Irish,  (e.g.  The
Shaugraun,  1874)  to  convey  the  sense  of  a
country culturally distinct from the rest of Britain
to audiences in America where he began his work
as  a  playwright  and  theatre  entrepreneur.
Boucicault was reacting to clichés and stereotypes
of Ireland which he saw in plays about Ireland by
the Irish.

To Modernists  like  Yeats,  Boucicault’s
work was the perfect example of everything they
detested,  popular  entertainment  rather  than  high
art and popular entertainment of an innocuous and
politically uncommitted kind, characters reduced
to the level of types and a contrived plot spelled
out in recapitulations. There are songs, recitatives,
merry jigs, capers, the acting is dedicatedly non-
naturalistic, the plot contrived.

In fact, the play seems to resemble the
epic theatre that Bertolt Brecht pioneered later in
the  20th century.   Perhaps  because  of
contemporary tastes for entertainment rather than
culture it is unsurprising to see Boucicault back in
our theatres.

Boucicault  was  undeniably  popular  in
his  own  day,  “the  most  conspicuous  English
playwright of the 19th century” according to the
New  York  Times’  obituary  but  his  work

eventually became neglected critically, falling
into  decline  and  becoming  symbolic  of  the
trite depictions of stage Irishmen and women
that  was  exceedingly  palatable  on  the  other
side of the Atlantic.  His life was as colourful
as  his  plays,  he committed bigamy,  possibly
because  he  had  the  opportunity  to  travel  to
America and back and could thus indulge in
several situations, squandering a good deal of
the money he made,  because Boucicault  did
make a great deal of money.

The  mise en  scene is  reduced to  a
cottage’s  interior,  a  traditional  symbol  of
Ireland,  with  the  typical  everyday  objects
which a cottage contains.  This is obviously an
uncluttered approach (which also happens to
be inexpensive).

Later  in  the  play  one  wall  is
removed,  a  painted  backdrop  and  billowing
sheets represents the boat journey that Danny
Mann and Eily O’Connor (the Colleen Bawn -
meaning ‘fair girl’ in Irish.  Her rival is Anne
Chute, the Colleen Ruaidh or red-haired girl, a
wealthy heiress who Hardress must marry to
preserve  his  mother’s  stake  hold  or  else  his
mother  must  marry  the  mortgage  holder  Mr
Corrigan,  representative  of  the  Irish
landowning class.) undertake.

Everything  is  done  to  imply  the
traditional form of the drama and traditional
subject matter.  The reduced mise en scene is
perfectly  indicative  of  the  simplicity  of
approach yet it is undeniably effective.  This is
great  and  obviously  crowd-pleasing  stuff,
predictability  is  an  aesthetic  choice,  or  so  it
seems.

The melodramatic origins of the play
are  everywhere  evident,  the  plot  is  as
convoluted and derivative as the stereotypes of
poacher  and (drunken)  priest  outlined in  the
drama.  Yet, this contrivance is meant to depict
Ireland, not the Ireland that the Irish live in,
but  an  imaginary  Ireland  where  great
complexities are circumscribed by a reductive
shorthand.   Quaint  cottages,  whisky,  ‘top  of
the  morning  to  ye’,  ‘power  to  your  arm’ as
well  as  the  ‘good’  poacher  Myles  na
Coppaleen and a  lot  of  other  absurdities  are
prevalent.

It  seems  that  the  power  and
originality of the drama was the substance of
claims of misrepresentation by the following
generation of playwrights.  This is a good time
to  redeem  Boucicault’s  play  and  look  at  it
from the perspective of our own time which is
not  precisely post-ideological  but  certainly a
good deal more so than were Yeats or Shaw’s
times.

In short,  The Colleen Bawn is a lot
of  fun,  hitting  all  the  right  notes  without
becoming waylaid in anything as meaningless
as  analysis  or  the  play’s  place  in  theatrical
history.  The cast look as if they are enjoying
every  moment,  even  performing  the  many
musical interludes on instruments, and singing
joyfully  the  songs  that  punctuate  the  rather
trite action.  The audience undeniably enjoyed
and participated in the unfolding spectacle.  

The  Colleen  Bawn is  highly
recommended.
………………………………………………
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Review By Neil Leadbetter

Evidence of Fetus
Diversity

 Edited by Eileen R. Tabios
Locofo Chaps, Chicago, 2018

In mid-December 2017, media coverage
revealed  how,  under  the  Trump
Administration,  officials  at  The  Centers
for Disease Control  (CDC), the nation’s
top  public  health  agency,  were
discouraged from using seven words or
phrases:  vulnerable,  entitlement,
diversity,  transgender,  fetus,  evidence-
based and science-based.

While  reported  as a “ban,”  the
matter was subsequently fleshed out to
be one of gauging the political temper of
the times and CDC staff concluded that
these  words  would  be  best  avoided  in
order to garner Administration support for
its various (proposed) programs.

In  an  exploration  to  determine
what it might mean to avoid using these
words, this anthology was created within
seven days after Eileen Tabios sent out a
call for submissions. The response was
swift  and  to  the  point  and,  given  the
strength of feeling exhibited here, just the
tip of the iceberg.

Twenty-four  poems  by  twenty-
four poets (including the editor) make up
this  anthology.  The  contributors  bring
with  them  a  wealth  of  experience  and
come from a variety  of  backgrounds:  a
folk  musician,  web-designer  and
cartographer;  a  Latinx  public  health
professional;  a  student  of  somatic
practices  and  writer  on  teaching  and
ecopoetics;  a  professor  of  Theatre  and
teacher of theatre history,  research and
directing;  a  librettist;  an  ESL instructor
and visual  artist;  a math teacher and a
graduate  pursing  a  Masters  in  Asian
American  Studies  and  a  Masters  in
Public Health.  In keeping with the spirit
of the anthology, diversity is key.

What is so immediately striking
about it is the freshness of the writing –
you can sense the anger before the ink
has dried on the page – and the variety
of  styles  in  which  the  contributors  put
across their  views.  There are long and
short poems, the short ones being made
up  almost  exclusively  of  the  “banned”
words. Each in their own way offer up a
tightly-constructed argument. 

In  [Fetus] Barbara Jane Reyes
gives us a prose poem consisting of  a
single paragraph on each “banned” word;
in banned mots, Mark Young offers us a
piece of his unique brand of humour as a
way of making a point:

Outside the verdant
    Meadows Funeral Home
         in Atlanta is a sign that
             says Go out in Style at a
                 budget price. &, slightly
            smaller: In Coffins, Caskets
       & Urns that have fallen
   out of favour because their
design is science-based.

In  Shoptalk,  Aileen  Cassinetto
charts in footnotes the number of times these
terms  have  been  used  in  peer–reviewed
journals and / or tweets by the President of
the United States; Sacha Archer offers us a
vispo  –  patterns  of  a  fetus  in  the  womb –
made  up  entirely  of  the  “banned”  words;
Janice  Lobo  Sapigao  gives  us  a  sestina,
(evidence-based,  of  course!)  and  Eileen
Tabios provides us with a poem whose text
sits inside a Google Translate box: English to
Filipino.

The  anthology  is  neatly  structured.
The placing of each poem has been carefully
selected  to  offer  variety  and contrast.  Jose
Padua’s contribution:  To My Father on What
According  to  Evidence-Based  Assumptions
Would Have Been His  102 Birthday makes
for  an  excellent  opening  poem  because  it
harks back to a previous age and helps to set
the present time in its proper context or show
just  how  much  it  is  out  of  context.  Its
emphasis is first and foremost on language. It
opens with these lines:

You’re not here to see this.
A president you would
have called a son of a gun,
not knowing the harsher, more
colourful, more beautifully
profane curses we have
in the English language.

This  is  one  bookend  of  the
anthology.  The  closing  one  is  by  Veronica
Montes and is appropriately called The Year
in Review – a term used to head up an essay
frequently used in academic circles and peer-
reviewed  journals  to  sum  up  the  year’s
achievements…a title that is, in this case, a
quiet irony in itself.

Behind  these  poems  a  number  of
themes  are  explored.  Many  are  to  do  with
vulnerability.  The  vulnerability  that  comes
from  having  to  deal  with  issues  of
discrimination in all its forms, of finding one’s
place  in  an  increasingly  alien  society,  the
push for social justice and positive change.

The fact that the “banned” words are
the most frequently used words in the whole
anthology, that they often appear in the titles
of the poems for extra emphasis, that the title
of the anthology itself manages to make use
of three of the “banned” words is proof of the
notion that, as any parent or teacher knows,
attempts  to  ban  something  or  discourage
something  often  have  the  opposite  effect.
These  words,  however,  are  vital  to  our
humanity.  What  is  the  point  of  getting  a
handle on the truth if science and education
is not science or evidence-based?  Diversity
is  everything,  we  have  no  right  to  deny
anyone their life. To pretend that vulnerability
does not exist is to be in deep denial. It is a
very  real  fact  of  life  and  a  part  of  being
human. 

The  reverse  alphabetical  order  in
which  the  biographies  of  the  contributors
appear  at  the  back  has  not  escaped
attention.  In  keeping  with  the  rest  of  this
book, even this small change in the way we
do  things  is  sending  out  a  signal.  Another
take on the last shall be first and the first last.
Fully recommended.

Reviews By DJ Tyrer

Cheval 11
Edited by Glyn Edwards and Rose Widlake

ISBN 9781912681082, £7.99
parthianbooks.com

Cheval is an annual treat of poetry and prose
that  maintains  a  high  standard  and  helps  to
highlight the work of young writers through
the Terry Hetherington Young Writers Award.

The  volume  opens  with  Movement
by the late Terry Hetherington that describes a
falling  hill  that  “swells  out  gently,  forms  a
mound,  /  drops  again,  shelves  and  slopes,
twists and bucks,  always down”,  and then a
tribute  to  the  late  poet  by  David  Alun
Williams.

“The  morning  we  found  Dylan
Thomas’s  head  in  our  back  garden was  like
any  other  in  the  old  seaside  town”  begins
Bring  Me  the  Head  of  Dylan  Thomas by
Rhodri Diaz, which proceeds to zoom wildly
along the tightrope between farce and realism
with delightful success.

Perhaps  my favourite  poem is  The
Flood by  James  Lloyd  which  begins  with
“The first  droplet”  which “bleeds  like dye /
before it begins” before “A torrential shower /
shatters on the cobblestones”.

Highly recommended.

Codex Crom Cruach
By Cardinal Cox

Starburker Publications, 58 Pennington, Orton
Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 5RB, UK

Free for SAE

Cardinal  Cox  investigates  the  Mythos
presence in Ireland with references to ancient
henges  designed,  unlike  hillforts,  to  keep
threats  in,  Charles  Maturin’s  Melmoth  the
Wanderer,  Maturin’s  niece-in-law,  Lady
Wilde, her son, Oscar, Bram Stoker, and more.
As  ever,  the  poems  are  accompanied  with
notes that add to the pleasure of reading them.
Highly recommended.

……………………………………………..

Concluded from next page

Right now I’m at my lake and you’re
At yours.  Everyone knows
About lakes with villages in them
Church and all.  If I dived
Like Beowulf into the mere, down
Through the cellars and ice-houses
Beneath stalactites called the cathedral,
The crypt, the green chapel, could I
Surface in your lake and see you there

It  is  as  if  the  poet  is  discovering  the  word
hoard  as  glittering  and  alluring  as  Saxon
treasure and,  for a people whose appellation
may  refer  to  a  knife  they  used  they  also
contributed much more through language and
literature  including the oldest  English poem.
Somehow  the  ice-cold  depth  of  the  mere
contains  the  words  Draycott  conjures  with,
holding them up to glitter in the sunlight.   Her
work is  most successful  when she binds her
own present to the past that means most to her.
………………………………………………..



Reviews By Paul Murphy

Pandemonium
By Thomas McCarthy

Carcanet, 2016

The Occupant
By Jane Draycott

Carcanet, 2016

Pandemonium is the mythical capital of Hell,
created by the poet John Milton in his epic
Paradise Lost.   Pandemonium is where the
maker  of  chaos  resides,  an  unhinged
anarchist, an artist smearing Heaven with his
dirty protest.  More than this Pandemonium
is  a  Hell  made  in  Ireland  by  venture
capitalists, bankers, hedge fund managers.  

John  Martin’s  Pandemonium
(1825)  is  a  visual  recreation  of  the  stump
outlined  in  Milton’s  vision  but  it  is  not  a
place of human habitation.  It is an obviously
infernal  region  complete  with  fiery  cracks
that delve deeply into the swirling lava and
fire  below  and  Satan  (presumably)  stands
before  his  headquarters,  arms,  shield  and
spear  aloft,  hailing  the  misery  of  his
destructiveness  and  the  minor  demons  that
abound within the halls of his palace.  

John  Martin  (1784-1854)  was  an
artist of the north-west of Britain, an outsider
figure  rejected  by  the  Establishment  of  his
day  but  whose  embrace  of  populism made
him  a  necessary  part  of  the  Victorian  era.
Martin was popular and his work was sought
after most avidly by members of high society
like Prince Albert.  The reference to Martin
and  Milton  is  clearly  linked  to  the  recent
economic  world-wide  economic  meltdown
but also to outsider art, unpopular in times of
plenty when the good times roll, but perhaps
a necessary antidote to the times we are now
living through. 

The  subject  of  McCarthy’s
collection  Pandemonium is  the  recent  and
historical economic crisis to hit Ireland after
the Celtic Tiger phenomenon had pushed the
country  into  modernity.   This  enabled  the
south  of  Ireland  to  be  the  norths  able  and
willing  competitor  while  previously  it  had
been  identified  with  economic  and  other
forms  of  stagnation  (an  economy  that
consisted of “Guinness and Chapel”, as they
say in Dublin).

McCarthy  is  an  able
interrogator of his country’s recent past and
his  innately  conversational  yet  rhythmical
verse can be intimate, educated, erudite and a
great many other things too.  Yet McCarthy’s
Modernist trajectory, making the reader look
up a word or historical or personal reference
every couple of lines, for instance, makes his
book a laborious read.

However,  McCarthy  probably
reckons  that  he  deserves  a  modicum  of
respect  given  the  weight  of  his  previous
publications.  By contrast Jane Draycott has
eschewed Modernism but not modernity, her
work  is  much  more  tentative.   Draycott’s
book can be read right through without much
pause for  the abstruse although there  are  a
few erudite references which intrigue rather
than  bore.  McCarthy’s  Modernist  project
seems naïve  by  contrast,  an echo from the

past  rather  than  the  reverberation  of  possible
futures.   McCarthy,  however,  always  lapses
towards being interesting even when he intends to
impress.  By contrast Draycott has not learned to
dare but instead cautiously maintains a reserved
distance from her subject matter.

McCarthy  refers  to  Ireland’s  recent
crises in terms of the language of the famine era
underscored by  All the signals we received from
Berlin.

The land is not yet settled
After our years of pandemonium.
This time it is almost too late
To sing with full heart a parting hymn,
Or indulge in the usual fickle
Humour of things. It is too late

The Land is Not Settled
Germany is the European location that matters not
Britain and London or  even Frankfurt  am Main
for  that  matter  but  Berlin,  the  cultural,
governmental  capital  of  Germany.   McCarthy
clearly implies  the Berlin  of  David Bowie,  Lou
Reed  and  U2  but  also  a  country  that  has
maintained  an  interest  in  Ireland  albeit  as  a
possible  trouble  spot  for  ‘perfidious  Albion’
whose  troubles  could  also  be  exploited  by
continental foes.  The relationship between Berlin
and Dublin is also maintained in W.B.Yeats poem,
Seven Dead Men, written in the aftermath of the
Easter Rising:

You say that we should still the land 
Till Germany’s overcome; 
But who is there to argue that 
Now Pearse is deaf and dumb? 
And is their logic to outweigh 
MacDonagh’s bony thumb?

The  thousand or  so  German agents  in
Ireland  in  1915  testifies  to  this  remarkable
continental  influence  just  as  the  armies  of
Napoleon  had  earlier  dismayed  Westminster.
Today the interlocking effect of European politics
is  similarly  striking  given  present  talk  about  a
hard Brexit and a hard or soft border in Ireland.
What  happens  in  Ireland  is  also  of  European
consequence and the waves of crisis are felt far
beyond Dublin.   It  was no coincidence that  the
King  of  France  sent  his  cavalry  to  fight  with
James against William of Orange at the Battle of
the Boyne in 1690, a date we are not allowed to
forget in Ireland.

It  sounds  as  if  the  poet’s  lament  is
overtaking itself  as  it  stretches from  almost  too
late to  too late and yet  Ireland  persists  even  if
their poets require evidence of it.  McCarthy is an
able political commentator like Yeats although his
recollections sometimes seem prosaic by contrast.
Jane Draycott’s collection The Occupant lacks the
centralising  dynamic  that  McCarthy’s  work
readily  generates.   At  times  its  ivory  tower
detachment lapses into prose banality:

It’s dark in here and forest green: Britannica,
Sixteen oak trees in a London living room,
The little girl, my mother, in the bookcase glass.
Italy, Ithaca, Izmail, Japan, each page a mainsail
Turning, HMS Discovery – none of the rivers
Of southern Italy is of any great importance.

Italy to Lord
This is true for the great Italian rivers are in the
north,  in  the  Pre-Alpine  regions  where  the  Po

begins and near Belluno the Piave begins its
course through the foothills of the Dolomites,
winding lazily across the plain of the Veneto.
But what does it matter for the Liffey is also
very  boring  but  the  bones  of  great  Ulysses
were pulled out of it.

The poet might be implying, none of
these poems is of any great importance, and be
right.   There  is  more  to  experience  than
reading  things  in  encyclopaedias  something
that the poet seems to privately acknowledge
as  she  depicts  her  mother’s  interest  in  such
lively  stuff  yet  by  the  end  of  the  collection
seems to be no further on in discovering the
world rather than the encyclopaedia.  There is
so much else  that  it  is  theoretically  true yet
lacks a practitioner’s grasp of the things that
lie beyond erudition. 

Jane  Draycott  might  visit  some  of
the  places  she  mentions  although  she  also
balances  the  difference  between  curious
reading and later  hard experiences when the
banality of actuality replaces potent images in
books.   Peering  out  of  her  ivory  tower  the
world must  appear  a place of  pandemonium
where Draycott’s poetic ideals never match up
with actuality.
McCarthy is more convincing when he talks
about  Italy for  he seems to have been there
indicated in his poem Frantic Venice:

Here is a Lord
On a pilgrimage of sorts, captured in water,
His countess in the canal, drowning.  St Marks
is wet
With a determined and deflected Brenta.  

McCarthy’s  cherished  location  is
Venice  but  his  depiction  fails  to  rise  above
touristic  banality  predictably  referencing  the
books and films we know and love (Thomas
Mann’s  Death in Venice and Nicholas Roeg’s
Don’t Look Now).  However, Venice’s history
and  the  literature,  music  and  art  conceived
there  are  very  much  more  intricate  and
compelling than McCarthy admits through his
rose-tinted views of the Grand Canal.  Ruskin,
for instance, re-envisioned the city through his
meditation on its art and architecture Stones of
Venice.   Venice seems a lot  closer and more
like dirty old Dublin than McCarthy himself
seems  to  understand.   It  might  have  been
better  if  he,  as  his  mentor  James Joyce did,
had stayed there in spirit even if his physical
movements  gravitated  towards  the  Adriatic
Riviera and Trieste.

One  of  the  abstruse  references
Draycott  countenances  is  Martinus  Nijhoff’s
1934 poem ‘Awater’ which is not a name or a
work that trips off the tongue today yet at the
time the poem was praised by none other than
T.S.Eliot.  I would be more interested to hear
what  Draycott  is  all  about  rather  than  the
writings of a lost Dutch master because that is
the point of writing a poetry collection.  
Draycott is most successful when realising her
own  words  through  the  distant  past  of  the
poetry of The Exeter Book and Beowulf:

Concluded on previous page.
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